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Company Outline
Jai Ho Kisaan is a tech-driven 

.


It is a multifold rural economy centric company 

contributing to farm needs, market prices, multilevel 

crop advisory, and weather based alerts.

Agri Value Chain 

mobile platform

Industry:


Company Size:


Fieldforce Size:


Majority Concentration:

Equipment manufacturing


100+ farmers across India


50+ field agents


Tier 2 and Tier 3 cities

Client Details
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What Wasn’t Working

Jai Ho Kisaan had a lot of things going right for themselves. 

All they needed was a solution that could

 Help track the attendance of their sales agent

 Digitizing their report

 Monitoring and managing their agents’ expenses

Location-based task 
allocation and data 

collection system.

Attendance logging 
and monitoring from 

anywhere in the world

Live dashboards and 
expense management 

solutions.

Where Jai Ho Kisaan Needed Help
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before Fieldproxy

No proper route optimization or location based task 

allocation plan.


Managers were unable to identify or track 

, or gather proper data.

work 

completion rates

Paper-bound report tracking is cumbersome.


Going back to your paper data over and over 

again each time to track progress,  make 

reports and prepare presentations is 

. time-consuming and ineffective

Attendance tracking an impossible task.


Field agents are required to travel between states, 

and  just does not allow for that. manual punching
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After Fieldproxy
Remote attendance tracking system, allowing 

agents to log in from anywhere in the globe using 

their location and biometrics.

Expense tracking and management dashboards 

enable easier tracking of finances for individual 

teams.

Location based task allocation and reporting. 

Allows for accurate data and eliminates 

miscommunication.

Detailed, live reporting and data collection. 

Managers will be able to view live data of every 

employee from the comfort of their laptop.

Super fast deployment, with 100% customization 

and flexibility



“ We didn’t need to look for another 

solution.  gave us the 

flexibility of building exactly what 

we needed “

Fieldproxy

Ms. Raji Kola talking about how life at Jai Ho 

Kisaan was before Fieldproxy. 


Watch the full video here.

Fieldproxy

https://youtu.be/Lr_L49w2tj0


The End Result

Enabled scalability of the 
organisation at zero additional cost

Revenue Operations increased by 
13% in three months.

Reduced operation time and 
expenses by 19%

Ms. Raji Kola talking about how life at Jai Ho Kisaan was before Fieldproxy. 


Watch the full video here.
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https://youtu.be/Lr_L49w2tj0


Think  is the right 
fit for your business?

Fieldproxy

Get a free seven day trial, no-questions asked, 

and see how Fieldproxy can transform your field 

teams today.


On The Fence?  


and our team will reach out to clarify any 

questions you have.

click here to sign up for a free trial
 

Sign up for a free demo

https://fieldproxy.com/subscribe.html?utm_source=cs_JhK
https://fieldproxy.com/subscribe.html?utm_source=cs_JhK

